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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: New Details; Colorado Shooting Investigation]

GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: New details in the Colorado shooting investigation. The
chilling Facebook post from the shooter's mother hours before the massacre. This with the
shooter now out of the hospital and due in court.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: New This Morning; Deadly Colorado Shooting Investigation; New
Details as Suspect Is Released from Hospital & Due in Court]

ROBIN ROBERTS: We’re going to have the latest now on the Colorado LGBTQ nightclub
shooting. The suspect is out of the hospital, in custody and due in court as we learn new details
this morning. Matt Gutman is in Colorado Springs with the latest. Good morning, Matt.

MATT GUTMAN: Good morning, Robin. This will be the suspect's first appearance in court in
which they're read their charges for the first time and that as we learn of this chilling Facebook
post made by the suspect's mother just hours before the shooting in which she says her son went
missing. He took her phone and her debit card and cryptically promised, “the best night ever.”
Overnight, ABC News obtaining this chilling Facebook post from Laurel Voepel, the mother of
the Colorado Springs massacre suspect seemingly concerned about her son's whereabouts in the
hours before the shooting, saying, “my son is missing...He took MY PHONE and debit card. We
had plans and were so excited.” She ends by saying her son told her, “To get ready for the best
night” The 22-year-old suspect now facing preliminary charges for the first degree of Ashley
Paugh, Daniel Aston, dance as continue, Raymond Green Vance, Kelly Loving, and Derrick
Rump. Ring footage from 2021 shows the suspect surrendering to police after allegedly making a
bomb threat against his own mother. 

LESLIE BOWMAN: There was a SWAT team, bomb squad, the whole nine yeards.

GUTMAN: At the time, the mother was renting a room in Leslie Bowman's home. [TO
BOWMAN] Would you say that those were some significant warning signs? 

BOWMAN: Yeah, absolutely. 

GUTMAN: But that case later dismissed and the suspect’s record sealed after the family refused
to press charges. That enabled the suspect to legally purchase that AR-style rifle. [TO ALLEN]



Weren't the allegations significant enough that red flag warnings or something could have been
done, some sort of intervention to have stopped the massacre at Club Q? 

COLORADO 4TH DISTRICT JUDICIAL ATTORNEY MICHAEL ALLEN: The answer I have
to give if you ask me a direct question is that no such record or case exists. 

GUTMAN: Now, overnight, a think tank that monitors hate speech online reported a shocking
613 percent rise in hate speech targeting the LGBTQ community. They’re saying that that is
being parroted by politicians and influencers online and the think tank is concerned that this
could spur even more violence, Robin.

ROBERTS: A lot of concern about that. Okay, Matt, thank you.


